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Abstract. Let A be a noetherian commutative ring which is a

homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring. The first result in this note

is that A is a Cohen-Macaulay ring if and only if every finitely

generated /I-module can be embedded in a finitely generated A-

module T which is pointwise of finite injective dimension (i.e. all

localizations of 7"are of finite injective dimension). The second result

is that if A is Cohen-Macaulay, then every finitely generated A-

module can be embedded in a finitely generated /(-module of finite

projective dimension if and only if A is Gorenstein.

Let A denote a commutative noetherian ring. As a running hypothesis

we will assume that A is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring (a

commutative noetherian ring R is Gorenstein if Rv has finite injective

dimension as an /?p-module, for every prime ideal p of R; see [2] for other

definitions equivalent to this one). However, this class of noetherian rings

is rather extensive, since it contains most of the rings occurring in algebraic

geometry, and, in particular, it contains the complete local rings, by

Cohen's structure theorem [5].

All modules will be finitely generated (f.g.), and for a f.g. A-module M

and p g Spec A, depth Mp denotes (as usual) the maximal length of a Mp-

regular sequence in pAp, while grade M is the maximal length of an

/(-regular sequence in Ann M. Furthermore, recall that a f.g. nonzero A-

module Q is said to be a Gorenstein module if Í2 pointwise is of finite

injective dimension (i.e. inj dim Op< co for all p e Supp O) and depth Í2p=

depth Ap for all p e Supp O. Since A is a homomorphic image of a

Gorenstein ring, by assumption, there exists a Gorenstein /1-module

which is of rank one (i.e. Hom(i2, D.) = A), if A is a Cohen-Macaulay ring

(cf. Sharp [II], and see [10], [6] and [7] for further properties of Goren-

stein modules).

Theorem I. A is a Cohen-Macaulay ring if and only if every f.g. A-

module can be embedded in a f.g. A-module which pointwise is of finite in-

jective dimension.
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Proof of "if". The ring A itself is a submodule of a f.g. module T

pointwise of finite injective dimension. For any prime ideal p we have

grade ^ Fp=0 and hence Ap is a Cohen-Macaulay ring, by [9, Theorem

1.6].* P
Proof of "only if". Assume that A is Cohen-Macaulay, let D be a

Gorenstein module of rank one, and let M be f.g. Let us assume

{ht p|p e Ass M) = {gx. • ■ ■ ,g.p} (i.e.g,, ■ • • , gp are the possible heights

of a prime ideal in Ass M), and let M¡ be the intersection of those p-

primary components of 0 in M which have htp=g¿, i.e. Ass M/M¿=

{p e Ass Aijht p=g,} and MxCi- ■ -n Mp=0, and hence we have a

monomorphism M-*M/MX©- • -®M/MP. We may therefore assume

ht p=g for all p e Ass M. We divide now in two cases:

1°. g=0. Let 5 denote the set of nonzero-divisors on M. Then 5 is a

multiplicative system in A, and the ring of fractions S-1/. is artinian.

aS_1Q is a f.g. injective S_1/.-module, in fact, it is the direct sum of the

S_1/i-injective hulls of the (finitely many) residue class fields of S~M, and

hence the 5'M-injective hull of S_1M can be embedded in the direct sum

© wS_1Ía. of m copies of S_10 (for a suitable number m). This shows that

there exists a S~M-monomorphism cp:S~xM—*S~lT where T=@ mü..

Now choose s e S and an /i-homomorphism t/>: /Vf—»F such that tp(m)/s=

cp(m/l) in S^F for all me M (cf. [4, §2, No. 7, Proposition 19]). If

y>(m)=0 then cp(m/l)=0 in S_1Fand hence m/l=0 in S~XM, i.e. m=0 in

M (by the definition of S). This shows that \p is the desired monomorphism :

M->F=©mQ.
2°. g>0. Since A is Cohen-Macaulay we have grade M=ht Ann M=

g>0, and hence we may choose an /(-regular sequence ax, ■ ■ ■ , ag e Ann M

of length g. Now Ä=A/(ax, ■ ■ ■ , aa) is a Cohen-Macaulay ring (and

homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring) and LÏ=Ci®A is a Gorenstein

/-module of rank one. Furthermore, all the prime ideals in Ann Ä Mare of

/f-height zero, so, by case Io, M may be embedded in @ mÙ, which

pointwise is of finite /.-injective dimension.    D

Remark. From the above proof it follows that if A is Cohen-Macaulay

and if gx, ■ ■ ■ , gn are the possible heights of ideals in Ass M, then there

exist numbers mx, • • ■ ,m„ and p /f-regular sequences aiX, ■ ■ ■ , aig.,

l^i^p, such that M may be embedded in

T=®(® mflKaa, ■■-, a/g)D.).

Here we have grade F=grade M, and, if A is local, dim F=dim M and

depth F=depth A— sup^, = inf{dim A/p\p e Ass /VTj^depth M, see [2,

3.1].
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Corollary. If A is a Cohen-Macaulay ring and M is a f.g. A-module

which is pointwise of finite G-dimension, then M can be embedded in a f.g. F

with proj dim />=sup{ht p|p e Ass M}^G-dim M and grade />=grade M.

Here P=@i=x(® miAj(ail, • ■ ■ , aiP)), where mx, ■ • ■ , mp are certain

numbers, {gx, • • •, gv} = {ht p|p e Ass M}, and an, ■ ■ , aia. an A-regular

sequence for all i, l^i^p.

(For definition of the concept "G-dimension" see [1, Chapter 3].)

Proof.    Let again O denote a rank one Gorenstein module. For TV =

Q®M we have M = Hom(£2, TV), by  [7, Proposition 2.4], since M is

pointwise of finite (/-dimension. As in the above remark we have a mono-

morphism

JV— T = © (0 mfl ® Aj(aa, ■■■ , ai0))
¿=i

and hence a monomorphism

M- Hom(Q, T)=®(® »M/(«ii> ■ • • , a,v)),
¿=i

since

Hom(i2, Q ® /l/(an, ■ • • , a/s.)) = ></(«„, • • • , ahj),

by [7, Theorem 2.1] (or directly). Now the corollary is proved, since it is

easy to prove that grade TV= grade M, Ass TV= Ass M, and, if A is local,

depth TV=depth M (cf. [7, Proposition 2.4] and (the proof of) [6, Prop-

osition 3.1, (b)]). Furthermore, we have (if A is local)

proj dim P = sup g¡ = sup{ht p | p e Ass M)

^ depth A — depth M = G-dim M

(cf. [1, Theorem 4.13]).    D

It is well known that A is a quasi-Frobenius ring (= an artinian Goren-

stein ring) if and only if every f.g. ^-module M is a submodule of a f.g.

free A-mod\x\e (i.e. M is torsionless), see [1, Theorem 2.6, (a) and (d)].

We are now able to prove the following extension of this:

Theorem 2.    The following three statements are equivalent:

(1) A is a Gorenstein ring.

(2) A is a Cohen-Macaulay ring and every f.g. A-module can be em-

bedded in a f.g. A-module of finite projective dimension.

(3) Every f.g. A-module can be embedded in a f.g. A-module of same garde

and of finite projective dimension.

Proof. (1)=>(2) follows from the Corollary since every f.g. module

over a Gorenstein ring pointwise is of finite G-dimension, cf. [1, Theorem

4.20]—or from Theorem 1 itself since every f.g. module pointwise of
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finite injective dimension over a Gorenstein ring is of finite projective

dimension by [3, Chapter III, Corollary 6.6] and [8, Theorem 2.2].

(2)=>(3).   Let us assume the following:

(2') A is Cohen-Macaulay and every f.g. M is a submodule of a f.g.

P which is pointwise of finite G-dimension.

It is trivial that (2)=>(2'). Let M be f.g., i.e. M is a submodule of F,

where F is pointwise of finite G-dimension, and hence, by the corollary, M

is a submodule of ©?=1 /?,-, whereP¿ = © miA/(aiX, ■ ■ ■ , aig). Here we have

grade ©¡=x F,=grade PiSgrade M=g. Assume gt<g for ;'= 1, • • • , q and

g¡^gfoTi=q+l, ■ ■ ■ ,p(0^q<p).¥oTxe ©¿=iF¿—Owe have ht Ann x<

g, since A is Cohen-Macaulay, but for all m e M we have ht Ann m^.g,

and hence M is a submodule of ©L„+i P¡ which is of grade ^g=grade M,

and hence equal.

(3)=>(l).   Assume that the following weak version of (3) holds:

(3') Every f.g. Misa submodule of a f.g. P which is pointwise of finite

G-dimension and with grade F=grade M.

Let m be any maximal ideal in A and let ax, ■ ■ ■ , ad e m be a maximal

/.-regular sequence, d=grade A/m=depth Am (cf. [1, 4.5]). Then the

images of ax, • • • , ad in A' = Am form a maximal /.'-regular sequence

a'x, ■ ■ ■ , a'd e mA', and we are going to prove that every f.g. module M' over

B=A'/(a'x, • • • , a'd) is a torsionless ß-module. This will imply that B is a

quasi-Frobenius ring, and therefore that A' = Am is a Gorenstein ring as

desired.

Let M' be a f.g. 5-module and choose a f.g. /i-submodule M of M' such

that Mm = M'. Then ax, ■ • ■ , ad is an /.-regular sequence in Ann M, and

hence grade^ M=d. By our assumption (3'), M can be embedded in a f.g.

P with grade P=d and G-dimA.F'<co, where P'=Pm. Here we have

c/^grade..! P^grade^- P'^depth A'=d (cf. [I, Theorem 4.13]). Now P'

is of G-dimension zero over Ä=A'/(xx, • • ■ , xd) where xx,---,xd is an

/.'-regular sequence in AnnA.P'^AnnA. M', by [1, Proposition 4.35]. In

particular, P' is a torsionless /f-module, and hence M' is a torsionless Ä-

module too, i.e. M' is a submodule of

Horn r(Hom r(AF, Ä), Ä) = Ext^.(Ext^(M', A'), A')

= HomB(HomH(M', B), B)

which is a torsionless ß-module, and hence also M is a torsionless B-

module, and we are done.    D
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